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Standard transport theory is applicable when the characteristic macroscopic length, H, is larger 
than the mean free path for collisions that lead to a Maxwelhan distribution In a mixture of two 
neutral gases, temperatures and mean directed velocities are nearly the same for either species, the 
small relative velocity between them being important only m the sense that it will induce changes 
of concentration throughout the system, that is, for diffusion Naturally, particle number densities 
may be arbitrarily different 
A plasma behaves just the opposite in this respect The Debye length being short when com-
pared with all mean free paths, transport processes are basically quasi-neutral, the density ratio 
being a constant, ne/nt ~ion charge state Z On the other hand, and because the electron-to-ion 
mass ratio me/ml is very small, energy equipartition need not be established in a distance H, 
hence, for generality, one should allow different temperatures, l e , Te ^ Tr, the use of a single one 
unduly restricting the analysis Also, the difference between ion an electron velocity, u = ue — ult 
may be as large as ue oi u, For instance, m an expansion into vacuum, as m laser fusion, char-
actenstic velocities are of the older (ZTe/ml)ll2 If AT is the mean free path for scattering of 
theimal electrons by ions, the friction between species requues that u be, at most, of the older of 
(Te/rrieY^XT/H, and therefore comparable, in pimciple, to ut or ue 
In a monatomic gas, both viscous and thermal diffusivities aie roughly given by the product of 
mean fiee path and thermal speed, their ratio, the Prandtl number, is near unity A mixture of such 
gases has an effective Prandtl number around unity, also A plasma is again quite different m this 
respect Ion diffusivities are smaller than electron diffusivities by a factor of order (mj/ra ,) 1 ' 2 In 
addition, since electron momentum convection is itself negligible, one may also ignore the electron 
viscous tensor The effective Prandtl number of a plasma is therefore very low, electron heat 
conduction being the dominant diffusion process In fact, the structure, for instance, of a plasma 
shock may be entirely deteimmed by heat flow, when viscosity does count, its effects, due to ions, 
are limited to a thin sublayer within the overall shock stiucture The case of the coronal plasma 
ablated fiom a lasei taiget is, in this sense, quite similai 
In lasei fusion, H is often much larger than Ay for a characteristic speed ue ~ ut ~ (ZTe/mi)1/2, 
and from a balance of conduction and convection in the overdense plasma, ue ~ \T{Te/me)ll2/H, 
we have 
H/XT ~ (m , / ^m e ) 1 / 2 ~ 60 
One might thus expect classical transpoit results to generally hold in the plasma blowing off a laser 
target In the last 20 years, however, there has been experimental evidence showing that classical 
results fail at such large H/XT, a fact that requues an explanation 
The strong energy dependence of plasma mean free paths, characteristic of a Coulomb cross 
section, might explain this fact through a failure of classical transport theory that appears when 
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main-body electrons are still highly collisional. For strongly collisional conditions, the electron 
distribution function takes the usual form, 
fe(w) = fM(w)[l + p(w)], M < 1 , 
where JM is a Maxwellian distribution. If Z is large (so that ion-electron collisions dominate 
the collision term in the electron kinetic equation), and in absence of external magnetic field and 
relative velocity u, <p takes the simple form 
<P — -Tet(e — 4)w • VlnT e 
where s = mew2/2Te and rel oc w3 is a characteristic ion-electron collision time at electron velocity 
w. The integral for the heat flux now becomes 
/•CO 
qr oc / eA(e- 4)e~ede. 
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The integrand has a maximum at e = e* ~ 6.5, so that electrons contributing most to the heat 
flux lie in the tail of the distribution function. Since wrel oc e2, one could have both <p small at 
thermal energies, e ~ 1, and ip ~ 1 at the energies of interest, e ~ s*. 
A self-consistent transport model at large Z, when fe may fail to be Maxwellian while still 
being isotropic, was proposed by Albritton et al.1 For e* electrons we write fe{w) = f0(w)[l + 
ip(w)], >p small, with /o ^ JM in general; at thermal energies, we will have /o = JM- Consider 
the electron kinetic equation, neglecting ion-collision effects of order melml, 
_ „ . eE dfe „ , _ , , „ , _ . „ d Jw2-ww dfe 
W-Vfe — = Cee(w) + Cet(w) ~ Cee + ^ T X "^T (1) 
me ow ow 2rei ow 
where Cet represents pure scattering. To dominant terms we may set fe = /o in the left-hand side 
of (1), and drop Cee ~ Cei/Z, to obtain 
_ (-, eE 8f0\ 
w • V/o • -T—)=Cei (fop). \ mew ow J 
Since /o is yet unknown, it is worth simplifying this equation by writing fo(r,w) as fo{r,e = 
2 rrifW - etf), with E = - V * : 
W • V/o = Ce,. (fo<p). 
Now the local Maxwellian takes the form JM = n(me/27rTe)3/'2exp[— (e + e^)/T e] , ne = n. Trying 
ip = w • g(w)/fo we find Ce! = —u; • ^/r e ! and 
9 = -TeiVf0. (2) 
If /o —»• / M , use of ^ recovers Spitzer's value for q. 
To determine /o, we average (1) over velocity angles; /o on the left, and Cet, give no contribution. 
We find, using (2) 
- i u > V - ( r „ u ; V / o ) = Cee(/o,/o) (3) 
Since we will have e^S ~ Te, we have omitted a term (2reteE/3me) • V/o, which is small by a factor 
2eiS/mew2 ~ 1/e*, or 15%; note that the collision term itself has only logarithmic accuracy. In 
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handling (3) we may similarly set \mew2 = e + e\P ~ e, when appearing in powers (but not in an 
exponential like the Maxwelhan!). 
The self-collision term Cee may be approximated by using the fact that thermal electrons, which 
are Maxwelhan, dominate collisions with e*-electrons, 
Ce^^Kfo + Ted-p-
reiZ de de 
Since Te/e is small, the last term should be neglected, for consistency, if f0 followed a power law, 
but not if it were an exponential like the Maxwelhan; actually, Cee above will vanish for /o = / M -
Here, one makes a crucial ansatz: 
and thus obtains 
\Ted(f0-fM)/de\ < | / O - / M | 
mRw
2
 (df0 
<^e.e, — Zre, 8e 
dfM\ 
de J 
(4) 
(5) 
Using (5) in (3), taking the heat flux along x and defining d£ = (3/8Zi)1/2mlw3Tei1dx, we arrive 
at an equation for /o, 
9fM
 (6) dfo . .3d
2/o 
8e + ee de 
This is a " heat diffusion" equation with —e4/4 as a time-like variable. For an infinite plasma, 
with /o vanishing in the " remote past" (e —+ oo), the solution is clearly 1 
m
'
£)
~ J-oo^J, Te'(£'4-£4)i/2exP -K-O 
/ \2 
(7) 
which can be shown to satisfy the ansatz; here T'e = Te(£'). Note that the non-Maxwellian 
population for suprathermal energy e at a position £ arises from a Maxwelhan source of electrons 
at e' > e, which lost energy while random walking from a neighbor position £'! 
For a profile with comparable high and low temperatures Th, T;, or if Te ~ Th > 7], we will 
have e > T'e. Introducing a second ansatz, Hd£/dx < e5?2/Te1'2', only values of e' close to e are 
found to contribute to the g'-integral, which can then be carried out: 2 
/. 
J —( 
/M(e/,g)dr 
2(e3Te')1/2 exp 
-ie-e'i 
(£3Te')V2 (8) 
The parameter range of interest is clearly A£ ~ 2e3'2Te ' , which is equivalent to 
H-Z1'2?' X (9) 
The second ansatz follows immediately from (9) and T'e <C e. Note also that the range in Eq.(9) 
agrees numerically with the characteristic distance between the ablation and critical surfaces, 
H ~ (rrii/Z me)xl2\T, previously found. Again, for Te ~ T/ <C T/, and (9) satisfied at the top 
of the profile, electrons carrying the heat from the top should be fully collisional at the typical 
bottom density n; ~ n^Th/Ti: 
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For thermal energies, e ~ Te, and H satisfying (9), Eq.(8) is a convolution of / M (£'>£) and a 
^-function, giving /o — / M • For a larger scale length, (8) would yield f0 a SM at the suprathermal 
energies of interest, e ~ 6.5 Te, recovering the classical result. At the other extreme, when H is 
much less than the value in (9), Eq. (4 ) should ultimately break down. Since the model allows 
So — SM to be comparable to SM, Eq. (4) may be rewritten as 
\d(f0-fM)/de\ < \dfM/de\; (10) 
this is compatible with |/o — SM\ ~ SM o n ly f° r a narrow range As ~ Te (in the tail of the 
distribution) which, nonetheless, can include the electrons carrying most of the flux. It SM changes 
in a "distance" A£ <C (e3Te)1/ '2 the solution to (6) lags well behind, and (10) will fail. Prasad and 
Kershaw 3 have illustrated the failure of (6) for some extreme and peculiar profiles. Ramirez 4 has 
used the model with full hydrodynamics to study the flow off a target and found it valid up to a 
laser intensity one order of magnitude above that for which classical transport fails. Unfortunately, 
the model will not signal its failure when used in a code. 
Introducing (8) in the expressions for the particle and heat flux yields two coupled equations 
for qx and an auxiliary field Eni: 
{0, qr} = / { l , •zrnew2}w1Bdw(-Tetw • V/0) 
. -{l,re}n'dx' 
J
 47r(3meZTe')1/2 
{P,K*}^r + {J*,L*}eE>nl 
(11) 
where eE„j = eE + Tedlnn/dx — 5/2dTe/dx, and the kernels I*, J*, K*, and L* are functions of 
9 = |£ — £' | /T 2 given in terms of one single integral, 
/•oo 
J*(6) = 87T1/2 /
 S
3 / 2 exp(-s - 9/s3'2)ds, 
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I* = 3J* - 20dJ*/d9, L* = (31* + J*)/4, A'* = 41* - 29dL*/d9. For H large, only the complete 
integrals of the kernels are needed; for small H, only the values at 9 = 0 are needed. It can also 
be shown that 
CK*d9 _ f0°°I*d9 = K*(0) J*(0) _ 
f"L*de Cj*d9 L*(O) J*(O) • 
Consequently, the formula2 
f -n'T'Jx1
 TXdT'e 
Qrp
 = 2 T* 1 
* J ^{imeZT'e)ll2 dx 
agrees exactly with (11) for both long (or classical) and short scale limit profiles, and it should be 
a convenient approximation for intermediate cases. Luciani and co-workers first developed, in a 
series of papers, 5 a nonlocal formalism for the heat flux, using a fit to numerical results. Lindman 
and Swartz have given an alternative convolution formula.6 Holstein and Decoster7 discussed and 
compared nonlocal models. An extension of results to the Z = 0(1) case was given in Ref.8, and 
applied to the structure of a plasma shock in Ref.9. 
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